SLIN Prague Federal 1 Television Network in Czech, Slovak 1830 GMT 29 Nov 92

FROM FBIS VIENNA AU

SUBJ Television Program Summary 291830: PRG 92-330

Full Text

Superzone of Message

1. News headlines (46 sec);
2. Statement by Czech Finance Minister Ivan Kocarnik on Slovak claims regarding its gold deposited in the State Bank (2 mins);
3. Video report on the controversy that has arisen following the Constitutional Court's ruling that part of the Screening Law is unconstitutional; interview with a KDH deputy on the issue (1 min 9 sec);
4. Report on a claim by a Prague-based journalist that senior officials in the Slovak administration were members of the State Security and the People's Militia (32 sec);
5. Interview with Czech Finance Minister Ivan Kocarnik on the 1993 Czech budget (50 sec);
6. Report on the results of a public opinion poll conducted to ascertain the population's feelings about the Federation's breakup (1 min 27 sec);
7. Report on an interview given to German radio by Helmut Kohl (29 sec);
8. Video report on the German debate on the asylum issue (1 min 38 sec);
9. Report on Israeli Government reaction to the rise of anti-Semitism in Germany (36 sec);
10. Video report on anti-racist demonstrations held throughout western Europe (1 min 26 sec);
11. Report on a clash between skinheads and left-wingers in Stockholm (21 sec);
12. Video report on the murder of four whites in South Africa (23 sec);
13. Video report on the situation in the occupied territories (38 sec);
14. Report that the officers involved in the coup attempt in Venezuela have asked for asylum in Peru (34 sec);
15. Report on the arrival in Macedonia of a UN team (18 sec);
16. Report on the situation in Bosnia (1 min 17 sec);
17. Video report on the arrest of a Bosnian Serb in Sarajevo for murder and rape (46 sec);
18. Report on the financial situation in Russia (19 sec);
19. Video report on the political situation in Russia (28 sec);
20. Video report on an anti-government demonstration in Moscow (36 sec);
21. Report on a statement made by Vladimir Meciar on a Slovak television program (20 sec);
22. Video report on the triumphant arrival in Prague of Zuzana Szatmaryova, a Slovak recently proclaimed European Woman of the Year; claim that Slovak women are different from West European women (1 min 25 sec);
23. Report on the scandal surrounding a delayed court ruling allowing the Prague Police Force to search the home of a suspected drug dealer (1 min 11 sec);
24. Report on the coupon privatization process (53 sec);
25. Video report from Prague on an auction of coins and medals (1 min 33 sec);
26. Report that there will be fewer Christmas trees this year (10 sec);
27. Video report on a UFO conference in Kosice (1 min 10 sec).